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Organizations’ and Research Associations’ Web Sites

Biodiesel: National Biodiesel Board Web Site
http://www.biodiesel.org/

This site is a source for consumer and trade information about biodiesel, defined on the site as, "a domestic, renewable fuel for diesel engines derived from natural oils like soybean oil." Background information is provided along with a list of FAQ as well as links to press releases and news features. A Reports Database offers searchable access to .PDF files of technical reports from government agencies and private organizations. This official Web site of the National Biodiesel Board explains the board’s purpose as “a national trade association representing the biodiesel industry as the coordinating body for research and development in the US." (Adapted from Librarians’ Index to the Internet, LII, copyright 2004, http://lii.org)

Climate of Uncertainty: American Radio Works Documentary
http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/climate/

This is a one-hour audio program produced by Daniel Grossman and John Rudolph that examines potential effects of global warming on the northern half of the United States in future decades. Sections of the program concentrate on ice cores used in paleoclimatology, the status of a massive current known as the great ocean conveyor belt which affects climate, and possible actions humans could take to reduce climatic catastrophe. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of this section.)

Environment Media Services (EMS): Library
http://www.ems.org/library.html

The EMS is “a nonprofit organization dedicated to providing journalists with the most current information on environmental issues,” and its Web site has been featured in this column before, but it bears another visit to remind readers of the valuable Library section. Background information, fast facts, press releases, summaries of news stories, and links to reliable Web sites are provided for major topics within the broad categories of: Environmental Health; Energy; Transportation & Sprawl; Climate & Air; Land & Ecology; Oceans & Water; Government; and Consumer. Options for the reader to find stories of current events or an overview of a particular topic are clear and well organized.

Extreme Oil
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/extremeoil/

This Web site provides background to a documentary produced by the Educational Broadcasting Corporation and Thirteen/WNET New York that aired in September 2004 presenting the extremes to which oil industry operators must go to find the resource now that the easy sources have been exhausted. Three visually appealing segments, entitled: The Journey, The History, and The Science, present aspects of the story. The Journey traces oil from four specific sources in the world from its origins in the earth to consumer use, elaborating on how source sites determine equipment needed, businesses involved, environmental factors, political decisions, and what happens to enormous amounts of money. The History segment reveals how rapidly the oil industry changed from the late 19th century to the present along with scientific developments that found increasing use for petroleum products in a variety of industries. The section on Science examines exploration, production, transportation, and refining, with a special Excavation Feature in which readers may learn about oil extraction methods and determine which make the most sense based on advantages and drawbacks presented. Includes a visual chronology depicting key discoveries, geographic locations, and players in the evolution of the oil industry. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of this section.)

Frogs: A Chorus of Colors
Exhibition of the American Museum of Natural History
http://www.amnh.org/exhibitions/frogs/?src=e_ce

This visually appealing site offers thorough background information as an online companion to an exhibit at the American Museum of Natural History.
(AMNH). Quoting from the Web site, the Museum is a “pioneer in modern frog research and has one of the largest frog collections in the world. AMNH expeditions to remote mountaintops, as well as surveys of local wetlands, continue to uncover new populations and species—but also reveal environmental changes that threaten frogs' existence. Many efforts are underway to reverse this downward trend globally and in our own backyards. As just one example, all of the live frogs displayed in this exhibition have been captive-bred, to protect their populations in the wild.” A FrogCam enables visitors to the Web site to watch frogs at the AMNH and to see them getting fed; an audio section lets users hear the sounds made by a variety of species. An excellent site for educators and anyone interested in experiencing a captivating introduction to the world of frogs. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of this section.)

National Association of Conservation Districts
http://www.nacdnet.org/

Although known by different names across the nation, such as soil and water conservation districts, natural resource districts, or land conservation departments, this Web site consolidates details about the 3,000 districts in the United States. An interactive map displays links to district officers, board members, and other contact persons. Educational activities are described, and online publications are available, such as a weekly newsletter entitled E-notes, monthly NACD News & Notes, and Forestry Notes, a joint publication of NACD, USDA Forest Service, and the National Association of State Foresters. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of this section.)

Problem Aquatic Plants:
Invasive, Exotic, Aquatic, and Wetland Plants in the Western United States
http://www.wapms.org/plants/

This Web site, maintained by the Western Chapter of the Aquatic Plant Management Society, aims to promote management of non-native and nuisance aquatic vegetation by encouraging scientific research, advertising student scholarships, offering scientific information to society members, and fostering public interest in aquatic plant management activities. (Adapted from Librarians’ Index to the Internet, LII, copyright 2004, http://lii.org)

Science Bulletins from the American Museum of Natural History
http://sciencebulletins.amnh.org/
Tune in to this Web site to follow news in areas of astrophysics, earth science, and biodiversity delivered with data visualizations and documentary feature stories on scientists in the field. Bulletins’ contents are compiled by curatorial and scientific staff of the American Museum of Natural History together with in-house writers, producers, and designers, all in collaboration with institutions worldwide dedicated to fostering scientific understanding. NASA is a primary partner in providing educational programming support.

International Web Sites

Avibase: The World Bird Database
http://www.bsc-eoc.org/avibase/avibase.jsp

Bird Studies Canada, the Canadian copartner of Birdlife International, hosts this Web resource that is managed by Denis Lepage. Presenting information about all the birds of the world, this Web site contains over 1.4 million records describing 10,000 species and 22,000 subspecies of birds, including distribution information, taxonomy, synonyms in several languages and more. The section called Birdlinks is arranged by geographic area to present Web sites containing checklists, bird names and taxonomy, organizations, and search engines peculiar to regions of the world. Birdlinks are categorized in other groupings as well such as backyard birds, books, conservation, humor, images, monitoring, software, sounds, and webcams. Avibase may be searched in any language, and the site itself is available in eleven languages, with Icelandic and Afrikaans as the most recent additions. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of this section.)

Electronic Biologia Centrali-Americana
http://www.sil.si.edu/DigitalCollections/bca/

Digital edition of an important and out-of-print, 58-volume publication that describes over 50,000 species of plants and animals as well as 18,000 images. Partners in the Biologia Centrali-Americana Centennial project are working on this digitization project in order to make information sources available that currently exist in print or other formats and are widely distributed so that they are difficult to discover and use. Over time, new descriptions of species will be linked to the original text. Key partners sponsoring and carrying out the work to develop this resource come from the Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History, Natural History Museum of London, Smithsonian Institution Libraries, Missouri Botanical Gardens. Dave Remsen is Project Manager and Universal Biological Indexer and Organizer. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of
Freshwater: The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
http://freshwater.unep.net/

The UNEP’s Environment Network Web site (http://www.unep.net/) has six thematic portals, one of which is this Freshwater site. Staff at the UNEP study the world’s freshwater resources and monitor decline in quantity and quality. The Freshwater Web site brings together publications such as conference proceedings, fact sheets, descriptions of research initiatives, case studies, maps, datasets, photographs, and background papers on several topics. The Web site is divided in sections by key issues, specifically: water scarcity, irrigated agriculture, water quality, ground water, transboundary water management, water and ecosystems, floods and drought, and urban water. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of this section.)

GeoServ: Geological Survey of Canada – Terrain Sciences
http://sts.gsc.nrcan.gc.ca/clf/geoserv.asp

Developed by staff in the Terrain Sciences Division of the Geological Survey of Canada (all part of Natural Resources Canada), GeoServ “delivers interactive maps on the Web and provides access to key geoscience data in the form of dynamic maps and associated databases.” GeoServ integrates access to several databases developed by other projects within the Canadian Geological Survey. Notable resources include: the National Permafrost Database containing data on permafrost thermal regime and permafrost thickness; the Canadian Diatom Database with nearly 5,000 samples with descriptions and geographic locations; Flood Disasters Database with summary information on floods occurring between 1900 and 1997; Canadian Peatland Database describing nature and distribution of peatlands as a base for monitoring effects of climatic change; and Mapping Ancient History, with information about archaeological and palaeobiological sites in Canada and surrounding areas over the past 18 millennia. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of this section.)

Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF)
http://www.rerf.or.jp/

The foundation is a Japanese-United States “scientific research institution organization which focuses on the study of health effects in survivors of the atomic bombings in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.” Introductory information on the Web site describes the organization’s mission as one of analyzing cancer
incidence and mortality data for the large affected population in order to contribute risk management information to guide radiation protection standards worldwide. The Web site is produced in both Japanese and English, and offers a list of FAQ and a glossary to help educate readers about radiation in general and the RERF’s work in particular. (Adapted from Librarians’ Index to the Internet, LII, copyright 2004, http://lii.org)

**U.S. Federal Government Agency Web Sites**

**Historical Photographs Collection -- Bureau of Land Management**
http://www.photos.blm.gov/hist_index.asp

This new addition to the Bureau of Land Management’s (BLM) digital photo library (http://www.photos.blm.gov/index.asp) presents over 3,500 digitized images dating from 1890 to the 1980s. The collection helps to “document the nation’s westward migration and highlight the activities of the General Land Office and the Grazing Service, which were later consolidated to form the BLM.” As the Web site explains, “the BLM is an agency of the U.S. Department of the Interior with responsibility for managing more than 262 million surface acres of America’s public lands and their natural resources primarily in twelve Western states. The agency is also responsible for administering 700 million acres of sub-surface mineral estate throughout the nation.” Visitors to the site may browse the entire collection or search by keywords or in fields such as date, description, and photographer. Images may be downloaded free of charge and reprinted within guidelines published on the Web site. (Adapted from Librarians’ Index to the Internet, LII, copyright 2004, http://lii.org/)

**NOAA Fisheries: Office of Protected Resources**

Information about marine life in waters surrounding the United States is available on this Web site, such as reports on conservation efforts, current threats, legislation, and publications. Whales, dolphins, porpoises, seals, and sea lions are mammal species under NOAA’s jurisdiction. Staff in the Office of Protected Resources are responsible for implementing the Marine Mammal Protection Act, Endangered Species Act, and Fur Seal Act. Sections of the Web site make it easy to locate educational information and recent news on topics including: endangered species, marine mammal conservation, coral reefs and biodiversity, international activities, and links to publications. (This site was reviewed in 2004 by the Internet Scout Project (http://scout.wisc.edu); see copyright statement at the end of this section.)

**Nonindigenous Aquatic Species, from the United States Geological Survey,**
Center for Aquatic Resource Studies
http://nas.er.usgs.gov/

Covering the United States, this Web site is the, “central repository for accurate and spatially referenced biogeographic accounts of nonindigenous aquatic species.” The site provides scientific reports, an option to search a collection of aquatic invasive species databases, spatial data sets, regional contact lists, and general information.

**Commercial Web Site**

Science Daily
http://www.sciencedaily.com/

*Science Daily* is chock full of news items on topics in all areas of science with late breaking stories that have integrated links to related items published earlier, weekly digests, and options for e-mail updates or a RSS-based newsfeed. The site is maintained by science writer/editor Dan Hogan and his wife Michele, a teacher and specialist in science education; they have offered the service since 1995. Archives are searchable with keywords and options to select a topical section as well as relevance or date ranking of results. The overwhelming volume of content on *Science Daily* is made manageable by its organization including segments such as News Sections, Science Topics, Health Topics, Computing, Encyclopedia, and Science Shop. News Sections on Plants & Animals and Earth & Climate and Science Topics on Earth Sciences and Environment may be of particular interest to *Electronic Green Journal* readers. Content comes primarily from universities and research agencies and institutes. The encyclopedia links to the wikipedia project, developing an open-access, community-authored reference source available in several languages. (Adapted from Librarians’ Index to the Internet, LII, copyright 2004, [http://lii.org](http://lii.org))
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